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There's no doubt opposites attract for these enemies, but there's no
way there could be any kind of a future for a wedding planner and a
divorce attorney...right? All Sadie Rollins wants for Christmas is a
break. Three years ago, she stumbled into her dream job as a wedding
planner, but she's been so bogged down with the minutiae of inn
ownership that she can't even enjoy it. She and her twin sister might
have been bequeathed the Starlight Haven Inn, but the bed and
breakfast didn't come with much more than extra-long hours and piles
of debt. Cole Donovan was looking for a fresh start when he moved to
Havenbrook following the worst kind of betrayal. Instead, his
reputation as a cutthroat divorce attorney preceded him--and tainted
his introduction to the only woman he's had eyes for since his own
divorce. Too bad she can't stand him. When Sadie's cousin offers her
an opportunity to have the inn featured in the country's leading
wedding magazine in exchange for a bit of modeling, she jumps at the
chance for some exposure. All she has to do is wear a wedding dress
and pretend to be smitten with a stranger for a couple hours. The only
trouble is the fake groom is no stranger, and as much as she loathes
Cole, her body hasn't gotten the message. Neither, it seems, has his…
For fans of: Adriana Locke, Amy Daws, Anna Todd, Audrey Carlan, Aurora
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Rose Reynolds, Avery Flynn, Bella Andre, Beth Ehemann, Brenda Rothert,
Carly Phillips, Carrie Aarons, Carrie Ann Ryan, Catherine Cowles,
Charity Ferrell, Chelle Bliss, Claire Kingsley, Claudia Burgoa,
Colleen Hoover, Corinne Michaels, Devney Perry, Elise Faber, Elle
Kennedy, Emily Henry, Erika Wilde, Erin Nicholas, Geneva Lee, H
Hunting, Helen Hoang, Helena Hunting, Ilsa Madden-Mills, Ivy Smoak,
Jaci Burton, Jami Davenport, Jana Aston, Jay Crownover, Jennifer
Probst, Jill Sanders, Jill Shalvis, K. Bromberg, K.A. Linde, Karina
Halle, Karla Sorensen, Kat Mizera, Kate Canterbary, Kate Meader,
Kaylee Ryan, Kelly Jamieson, Kendall Ryan, Kennedy Fox, Kennedy Ryan,
Kristen Callihan, Kylie Scott, Lani Lynn Vale, Laura Kaye, Lauren
Blakely, Lauren Landish, Lexi Ryan, LJ Shen, Lili Valente, Lucy Score,
Maria Luis, Meghan March, Melanie Harlow, Melissa Foster, Mira Lyn
Kelly, Monica Murphy, Nana Malone, Natasha Madison, Nicole Snow,
Penelope Ward, Penny Reid, Pippa Grant, R.S. Grey, Rachel Gibson,
Rachel Van Dyken, Sally Thorne, Sara Ney, Sarina Bowen, Sawyer
Bennett, Stacey Lynn, Talia Hibbert, Tessa Bailey, Toni Aleo, Vi
Keeland, Zoe York Keywords: 21st century, adult, adult fiction, adult
stories, afraid to commit, alpha hero, alpha male, another try, fake
relationship, pretend relationship, forced proximity, book, books,
captivating romance, christmas romance, comedy, comedy series,
competition, contemporary, contemporary crush, contemporary romance,
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contemporary romance and sex, cunnilingus, current, dirty talk, Dirty
talking alpha male, dominant male, dual POV, ebook, emotional journey,
enemies to lovers, explicit, Explicit Sexual Content, family, family
feels, family saga, female, female protagonist, fiction, funny, funny
romance, gamma hero, Graphic Description, happily ever after, HEA,
heart-warming, heartwarming, hero, hero goes down, hilarious, holiday
romance, hometown, hot, hot guy, hot romance, humor, kissing books,
laugh romance, light romance, lighthearted romance, literature, long
romance series, long series, love, love books, love story, loyalty,
male going down, modern romance, novel, opposites attract romance,
oral sex, racy, raunchy, read, return to hometown, reunion, rom-com,
romance, romance books, romance fiction books, romance love, romance
series, romantic comedy, romantic comedy books, romantic comedy
series, romantic comedy steamy, Sassy, second chance, second chance at
love, second time around, secret, seduction, sensual, sensual romance,
series, sex, sex erotica stories, sexy, small town, small town
romance, small town southern romance, smart romance, Smokin' Hot
(explicit sex), something funny to read, southern, southern romance,
southern small town, sparks, steamy, steamy small town, stories,
stories about sex, story, swoon, Swoon Romance, third Person POV, USA
today, USA today bestseller, wall sex, witty banter romance books,
women's fiction, grumpy one falls for the sunshiney one, grumpy
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sunshine, new year's eve romance, new years eve romance
Thirty-nine short stories originally published between 1952 and 1979,
plus one previously unpublished story.
Lira, a famous siren, must prove herself by stealing the heart of the
man, a siren-hunting prince who's threatening her race in this actionpacked debut.
Presents the further adventures of Mowgli, a boy reared by a pack of
wolves, and the wild animals of the jungle. Also includes other short
stories set in India.
Orleans
To Kill a Kingdom
Hero at the Fall
Trailer Park Fae

Three FULL LENGTH (737 pages) of the BestSelling Series. This box set includes the three books in
the Brighten Magic Academy Series: REFLECTIONS OF YOU: What do you do when your Mother
signs you up for the prestigious Brighten Academy of Magic? You pack up your things, grab your
familiar, and pray this doesn't go horribly wrong. Having a sweet Mother like mine, whose mind is
slowly deteriorating thanks to her Alzheimer's, it's my role to make her happy. After my older
brother's death, I vowed to make her smile and do whatever she asked.So when she pulls some
strings and gets me a golden ticket into the all male school, Brighten Magic Academy, there's no way
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I can refuse.Well here I am, stuck in a dorm house with six sexy males - their attraction having no
chill and magic that can make you fall to your knees in submission.But I can survive this trial
because I'm a boy. Well, between you and me, I'm a girl using magic, pretending to be a guy, but
you get my dilemma. What's the worst that can happen? I guess you're about to find out.
REFLECTIONS OF ME: Surviving my first semester at Brighten Magic Academy wasn't as simple
as I thought it would be. Being a male was HARD, especially for a girl like me, but who would have
thought I'd enjoy the pleasures of being a male, such as learning how to aim my weenie correctly in
less than a week? As adventurous as it all sounds, it led me down a path full of trials and a neardeath incident I'd never want to experience again.After four weeks, two of which I was unconscious
and recovering from my wounds, I struggled to regain what I'd forgotten, which left a strain in my
friendships; or should I say relationships?With bullies from Maximus' past returning for round two,
Braxton dealing with personal issues he'd rather fight alone, Kage being followed by a mysterious
person, and Nixon experiencing nightmares every night, I had my hands full.Logan tried his best to
keep us from tearing at one another's throats, but with the tension of the next set of classes and with
expectations rising higher with each passing day, his attempts only acted to add gasoline to the fire.
It's Zane's turn to prove himself and help bring us back together.But with crazy mage competitions,
intense familiar battles, and haunting silver eyes that continued to watch my every move, would we
even last long enough to find the real culprit of this game? Or would we die trying? REFLECTIONS
OF US: Brighten Magic Academy held its set of challenges, but it didn't prepare us for the one year
as Brighten Elite. A year has passed since my boyfriends and I made the executive decision to join
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the Brighten Elite. Not only did our experiences during our year away strengthen our use of magic, it
reinforced the bonds in our relationships- both with me as a male and female.With a more
confident attitude and power to go along with it, we're back at Brighten Magic Academy for our
final year, but not everyone is pleased with our return. Students are dying, professors are going
missing, and someone is out to ensure I stop breathing before I reach graduation ceremony. Not to
forget my primary goal: to find the organization that is keeping my loved one imprisoned to lure me
into whatever scheme they're hatching.Being a male showed me a different side of life, and with it
came benefits that would help me end the brewing war. With Logan, Nixon, Braxton, Maximus,
Kage, and Zane by my side, we will show our hidden enemies what a true Mage Warrior can do.
Will we prevail before we walk the stage of our graduation ceremony? We're about to find out.
The breathless finale to the New York Times bestselling Rebel of the Sands series will have you on
the edge of your seat until the dust from the final battle clears! When gunslinging Amani Al'Hiza
escaped her dead-end town, she never imagined she'd join a revolution, let alone lead one. But after
the bloodthirsty Sultan of Miraji imprisoned the Rebel Prince Ahmed in the mythical city of Eremot,
she doesn't have a choice. Armed with only her revolver, her wits, and her untameable Demdji
powers, Amani must rally her skeleton crew of rebels for a rescue mission through the unforgiving
desert to a place that, according to maps, doesn't exist. As she watches those she loves most lay their
lives on the line against ghouls and enemy soldiers, Amani questions whether she can be the leader
they need or if she is leading them all to their deaths.
According to this retired military intelligence operative the US government has secretly been training
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psychics in the art of invisibility so that they can physically go behind 'enemy lines' and snoop into
the hidden chambers of foreign embassies. The group of 'super spies' has existed for years, though
their existence has never been revealed by the 'brain trust' that secretly runs the 'invisible
government' behind America's President, breaking the laws of the Constitution that should bind them
as it should any official operating on the public's behalf. This book exposes the scientific, military
and occult secrets about the phenomenon known as levitation and actually tells you how you can lift
off from the ground by applying certain principles that have been known by avatars and wise men
for centuries.
I failed... My name is Ryder Carter, future heir of Realm Five, Minato.I was destined to do great
things, to walk alongside my fellow star knights, as we desperately searched for the woman who
would lead our galaxy to salvation.My spirit and I had failed her once, unable to prevent the chain
of events and challenges she'd faced for sixteen cycles. Then, we finally found her - alive.Within
two rotations, she'd blossomed into a beautiful rose - such delicate petals, filled with purity and life.
My mission was to guide her home, to where she truly belonged, as our Princess and saviour from
the approaching darkness. She was more than just our Princess; I loved her with all my heart. But...I
failed. My once perfect rose, damaged by my failures. Would she ever forgive me, her star knight
who'd sworn to protect her? Will I ever get the chance to tell her how much she means to me...to
us?Only the Starlight gods can tell. Please...bring my Firefly home. ~In Stars We Trust~ Tainted
Rose is Book Two in the new, paranormal reverse harem series. Recommended for 18+ audience,
containing mature sexual content and strong language.
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Starlight Christmas
Finding My Pack
Brighten Magic Academy
A Book of Scoundrels
Grinding Frost
Christmas. A time for giving and receiving. A time for celebration. A
holiday I've only read about in a storybook - page after page of seeing a
little girl celebrating the joys of Christmas.I had envied that girl, reading
her tale on the cold, library floor while she was surrounded by so much
warmth. So many cycles trapped in the facility by my Owner, my only
presents the old, tattered books that surrounded me, my imagination my
only salvation.So many cycles, I'd spent wishing to be like the girl in the
fairy tale, wishing I was surrounded by my loved ones, opening presents
and enjoying their company.My wish had finally come true. This cycle
would be different. Rescued by my star knights, I vowed to enjoy every
minute of this season with them by my side. This Christmas, I would enjoy
being free. Starlight Christmas is apart of the Holiday Series. It will be a
FULL-LENGTH novel and does not take place during the same timeline as
the main series. It's recommended to read DARK WISH- BOOK ONE of the
Starlight Gods Series AND TAINTED ROSE- BOOK TWO to
understand/enjoy this novel. Recommended for 18+ audience, containing
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mature sexual content and strong language. MANY Sex scenes. If that is
not your cup of tea, PLEASE DO NOT BUY THIS BOOK or complain about
the amount of sex. You HAVE been warned NOTE: Starlight Christmas is
written in CANADIAN ENGLISH (a mix of American and British English).
Into the Crooked Place begins a gritty two-book YA fantasy series from
Alexandra Christo, the author of To Kill a Kingdom. The streets of Creije
are for the deadly and the dreamers, and four crooks in particular know
just how much magic they need up their sleeve to survive. Tavia, a busker
ready to pack up her dark-magic wares and turn her back on Creije for
good. She’ll do anything to put her crimes behind her. Wesley, the closest
thing Creije has to a gangster. After growing up on streets hungry enough
to swallow the weak whole, he won’t stop until he has brought the entire
realm to kneel before him. Karam, a warrior who spends her days
watching over the city’s worst criminals and her nights in the fighting
rings, making a deadly name for herself. And Saxony, a resistance fighter
hiding from the very people who destroyed her family, and willing to do
whatever it takes to get her revenge. Everything in their lives is going to
plan, until Tavia makes a crucial mistake: she delivers a vial of dark
magic—a weapon she didn’t know she had—to someone she cares about,
sparking the greatest conflict in decades. Now these four magical
outsiders must come together to save their home and the world, before
it’s too late. But with enemies at all sides, they can trust nobody. Least of
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all each other.
Find out what happens to Connor, Risa, and Lev now that they've finally
destroyed the Proactive Citizenry in this collection of short stories set in
the world of the New York Times bestselling Unwind Dystology by Neal
Shusterman. Connor Lassiter's fight to bring down Proactive Citizenry and
find a suitable alternative to unwinding concluded in UnDivided. Now
Connor, Risa, and Lev are free to live in a peaceful future--or are they?
Neal Shusterman brings back his beloved Unwind characters for his fans
to see what's left for those who were destined to be unwound.
When being different leads to the best years of your life. There are three
key components required to get into the most prestigious, top spy
academy in the world: Skills. Strength. Survival. My name is Silver Spell
Solange. No, I didn't plan for my initials to be the same rank needed to
enter the spy academy. But I would do anything to get into the one of a
kind school. I have the magical capability of an Elemental Witch, the
strength to kick anyone's ass, and quick problem-solving skills to get my
teammates out of any jam. There's only one small problem - the other 'S'
I'm missing. I'm not a part of the supernatural race. After realizing that
my only shot at my dreams is at the brink of extinction, I'm unexpectedly
teamed up with a werewolf, a dragon, a fallen angel, and a hellhound. The
four of them carry the assets and abilities I need to gain my spot into the
Supernatural Spy Academy (SSS).With the clock ticking and not much leg
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room for an SS score, I accept their bet, knowing I'll easily handle
whatever they request from me. I didn't think their bet would lead me to
date all four them. It's time for me to buckle up. This four-year roller
coaster is about to begin, and its a bumpy one-way ticket to becoming the
next "supernatural" spy.This is a 130,000 words RH Academy Romance.
Rated 18+
Morning & Evening
A Bloodlines Novel
Look Homeward, Angel
Year One
Thanks for the Feedback
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data
licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming,
media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
A destiny that leads the English to the Dutch is strange enough; but
one that leads from Epsom into Pennsylvania, and thence into the
hills that shut in Altamont over the proud coral cry of the cock, and
the soft stone smile of an angel, is touched by that dark miracle of
chance which makes new magic in a dusty world.
Who does that sexy silver fox think he is, sitting in her spot in the
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Busy Bean Cafe? Over forty, with zero filter, Rita Kaplan loves her
coffee, her hiking boots, and her law practice. Life hasn’t always
been carefree, though, and Rita’s past holds the scars of poor
decisions after deep loss. She survived, though, and no smirky silver
fox is going to get in the way of her happiness. Even if he knows how
to use his drill, screwdriver, and every other tool in his box to
tempt her . . . Former arson investigator Jake Drummond could add excon to his resume if he had one. Instead, he’s serving the final year
of his sentence on probation. This involves mandatory AA meetings,
hosted by a feisty local attorney, and working on a renovation
project, supervised by the same annoyingly attractive whirlwind, who
also believes she owns the exclusive rights to a comfy couch in his
new favorite coffee shop. Soon she’s everywhere, including the few
places she shouldn’t be--like in his bed and in his heart. Can
opposites lower their walls and construct something everlasting . . .
or will their connected past lead to demolition for two hearts in
need of a rebuild? *** Studfinder is a stand-alone novel in the Busy
Bean series of Sarina Bowen's World of True North! Stop in for coffee
and romance. Java isn't the only thing brewing around here... *** For
fans of: Sarina Bowen, True North, Emily Henry, Marie Force, Piper
Rayne, Kendall Ryan, Amanda Siegrist, Devney Perry, Carrie Ann Ryan,
Rebecca Yarros, Chelle Bliss, Sarah Mayberry, L.B. Dunbar, J.H.
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Croix, Rebecca Norrine, Lisa Hughey, Erin Wright, BJ Daniels, Kate
Pearce, Cora Seton, Vivian Arend, JH Croix, Jennifer Ryan, Diana
Palmer, Elle James, Corinne Michaels, Kelly Hunter, Amy Andrews, Lori
Wild, Sinclair Jayne, Jeannie Watt, Kristen Callihan, Jane Porter.
Search terms: Busy Bean, True North World, World of True North,
forbidden romance, contemporary romance, Vermont romance, Sarina
Bowen's World of True North, coffee shop romance.
Definitive novel of the "Lost Generation" focuses on the coming of
age of Amory Blaine, a handsome, wealthy Princeton student.
Fitzgerald's first novel and an immediate, spectacular success. Note.
An Enemies to Lovers Holiday Romance
The Afterlife of Stars
This Side of Paradise
Collected Works of Aleister Crowley Volume 1
Studfinder

Tainted Rose
The cold, stygian dark of the extreme sea depths is home to some of our
planet’s strangest creatures. Even their names evoke a science fiction
adventure: dragonfishes, greeneyes, viperfishes, mirrorbellies, lanternfishes.
Marine biologist Henry “Hank” Compton (1928–2005) of the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department’s Rockport Marine Lab was present on some of the earliest
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Gulf of Mexico cruises on which these fishes were collected for the first time in
Texas waters. Upon returning, Compton would retire to the darkroom he had
constructed beneath a stairwell at the lab and photograph the specimens. A
talented artist, Compton then painted watercolors based on his photographs.
He allowed free rein to both his scientific judgment and his artistic vision as he
constructed representations of how the specimens might have appeared in the
crushing pressure of their alien environment. Compton dubbed the series of
deep-water paintings “Fire in the Sea” because of the shimmering
bioluminescence common to these deep-water species. Then, along with
taxonomic descriptions, he drafted fanciful narratives to accompany the
paintings: quirky, humorous, and sometimes cryptic stories of the fishes in
their unreachable habitat. Professor, researcher, and author David A. McKee
has taken Compton’s work, discovered in cardboard boxes following his death,
and, along with others, provided chapters on bioluminescence, life in the deep,
taxonomic arrangement, and life history information.
The Morning & Evening devotional by C.H. Spurgeon is the gold standard by
which other devotionals are compared. Morning & Evening gives a glance at
exegetical insight from one of the greatest preachers of all time.
Three FULL LENGTH (808 pages) of the BestSelling Series. This box set includes
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the three MAIN books of the SGS that follow Makoto Heart's journey to selfdiscovery as she walks into a whole new world with her star knights at her side.
DARK WISH (BOOK 1 in the Starlight Gods Series) What do you get when you
add free and dumb? FREEDOM My name is Makoto Heart and I've always
wished for a chance at freedom. Every day, I prayed before the Starlight gods,
asking for their divine assistance in accomplishing such a difficult task. Being
an experiment for as long as I can remember, my hopes of obtaining freedom
have diminished, drastically. The disappointment haunted me, as myself and
my spirits struggled to survive. I had no hope left, believing my final plea fell
upon deaf ears, yet again. But what happens when my prayers are finally
answered? I'm thrust into fulfilling a destiny, with the help of six star knights.
Suddenly, I am no longer experiment 555, but the stolen princess of Heila.
Freedom, how you have teased my troubled soul. May the Starlight gods guide
me and my knights, on this path towards the unknown. ~In Stars We Trust~
TAINTED ROSE (BOOK 2 in the Starlight Gods Series) I failed... My name is
Ryder Carter, future heir of Realm Five, Minato.I was destined to do great
things, to walk alongside my fellow star knights, as we desperately searched
for the woman who would lead our galaxy to salvation.My spirit and I had failed
her once, unable to prevent the chain of events and challenges she'd faced for
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sixteen cycles. Then, we finally found her - alive.Within two rotations, she'd
blossomed into a beautiful rose - such delicate petals, filled with purity and life.
My mission was to guide her home, to where she truly belonged, as our
Princess and savior from the approaching darkness. She was more than just
our Princess; I loved her with all my heart. But...I failed. My once perfect rose,
damaged by my failures. Would she ever forgive me, her star knight who'd
sworn to protect her? Will I ever get the chance to tell her how much she
means to me...to us?Only the Starlight gods can tell. Please...bring my Firefly
home. ~In Stars We Trust~ POISONOUS DREAM (BOOK 3 in the Starlight Gods
Series) Don't you sometimes wish that everything was just a dream? My name
is Daniel Moore, future heir of Realm Ten, ArchAilennia.I've never felt regret
like this before, such turmoil clinging to my very soul. I had vowed once long
ago to never endure such pain and torment. Yet, such a vow has already been
broken and this time, it's to someone far more dear.My princess is everything
to me. She's my light when the shadows attempt to cloud my way, my beacon
of hope when doubt aims to cripple me, and now she's my greatest sorrow
because I can't face her. To look into those hollow, turquoise eyes and realize
I'm the cause of such agony breaks my heart.Could she forgive me for my error
of judgment? Would she even glance my way for the pain I've made her
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endure? Only time will tell. ~In Stars We Trust~
Everless
Billboard
Starlight Gods
Tainted Rose
Leaves of Grass
Pick up these eight standalone novellas featuring kick-ass female leads who certainly aren’t
waiting around to be rescued. Hunters and Prey includes Paranormal Romance, Urban Fantasy
and Sci-fi Romance titles. Blood From a Stone—May Sage Viola has spent the last hundred years
searching for the heir to the Eirikrsen’s name and fortune, unaware that finding him would
change everything. Witch Me Not—Yumoyori Wilson Cursed with powers she doesn't want,
Alice will push and shove the destiny fate wants her to embrace. Turning the Tide—Domino
Taylor Merwoman Commander Elpis’s love life has been a storm of bad decisions, but a chance
meeting with a dying sailor lost at sea leads her to discovering there are worst mistakes than
dating the wrong man—like almost missing out on the right one. Legacy of Oath and Blood—KN
Lee Cailyn knew she was special. Her premonitions come to life, and her dreams might be
prophetic. When a hot stranger from Scotland moves to her small town, dark secrets are brought
to life, and it is up to Cailyn to protect her family, and her future. An ancient truce is threatened,
and losing her freedom may be all that will hold it together. Phoenix Awakened—Erin Bedford
After her vampire lover was killed she swore she'd never hunt again. Until now. Black
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Dreams—JC Andrijeski Miriam’s dreams start following her back into the real world, scaring the
hell out of her husband, military-trained seer, Quentin Black. Warrior Prince of Hai—Emma
Dean Roman is one of the last winged males in the galaxy. His entire life changed the moment
he set eyes on the woman sent to cure his people. Dragon Trial—Debbie Cassidy The stories say
that the dragons saved humanity, but all they left were ashes, cinder and a new breed of human.
Welcome to the Outlands, where nobody cares if you scream.
As Russian tanks roll through the cobblestone streets of Budapest and shots ring out, young
Robert and Attila Beck, inseparable brothers, peer from the boot of a toppled statue of Stalin at
the first grisly signs of revolution. The year is 1956. That October day, Russian soldiers will
storm their family home, prompting the boys' hurried escape from the city with their parents,
grandmother, and two cousins. Not all will survive. Their immediate destination is Paris, and the
town house of Hermina, their great-aunt, once a renowned opera singer, now a recluse who
wears long gloves to preserve her dignity against a past scarred by an unspeakable violence.
Along the way, these two brothers encounter mysterious fellow travelers, witness the
bewildering sights of a nation in transition, and grapple with rivalry and loss, while never losing
their capacity for joy or their appreciation of humor, and each other, as they stare down the
unaccountable and the absurd. Robert, the younger, idolizes the fiery Attila, whose growing
edge of anger and rebellion threatens to endanger them both. As exiles in Paris, they seek
adventure and whatever semblance of home they might find, from the unfamiliar streets to the
labyrinthine sewers beneath. When the duo uncovers a long-held family secret involving a
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double agent and a daring Holocaust rescue, this novel hurtles toward its cataclysmic
conclusion. A fleeting decision by Attila has consequences that will last a lifetime, and the bond
that has proved unbreakable may be the brothers' undoing. With dazzling storytelling and a firm
belief in the power of humor in the face of turmoil, Joseph Kertes has crafted a fierce saga of
identity and love that resonates through its final page. The Afterlife of Stars is not only a stirring
account of one displaced family's possibilities for salvation, but also an extraordinary tale of the
singular and enduring ties of brotherhood. "Devastating yet unnervingly funny.... inspired and
deeply affecting....a story for the ages."-Julie Orringer, New York Times Book Review "The
Afterlife of Stars moved me more than any other novel I've read in recent memory."-Tim
O'Brien
New York Times bestseller! "Sara Holland is a fierce storyteller. Everless gives new and
terrifying meaning to the phrase running out of time." —Stephanie Garber, New York Times
bestselling author of Caraval In the kingdom of Sempera, time is currency—extracted from blood,
bound to iron, and consumed to add time to one’s own lifespan. The rich aristocracy, like the
Gerlings, tax the poor to the hilt, extending their own lives by centuries. No one resents the
Gerlings more than Jules Ember. A decade ago, she and her father were servants at Everless, the
Gerlings’ palatial estate, until a fateful accident forced them to flee in the dead of night. When
Jules discovers that her father is dying, she knows that she must return to Everless to earn more
time for him before she loses him forever. But going back to Everless brings more danger—and
temptation—than Jules could have ever imagined. Soon she’s caught in a tangle of violent secrets
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and finds her heart torn between two people she thought she’d never see again. Her decisions
have the power to change her fate—and the fate of time itself. Fans of Victoria Aveyard, Kendare
Blake, and Stephanie Garber will devour this lush novel's breathtaking action, incredible
romance, and dangerous secrets. Plus don't miss the thrilling sequel, Evermore!
Book one in the My Pack series Abandoned as a baby and forced to grow up way too fast, Kitten
has learned to live and survive by her own unique code. When Kitten is at her lowest point and
thinks she can't carry on, she meets an extraordinary group of men who welcome her into their
home and their hearts, showing her more kindness than she has ever known. What will happen
when she finds out the secrets they keep? They may be more connected than they all thought
when secrets about Kitten begin to surface as well. This is a reverse-harem book. (One girl,
multiple guys)
Sss
Hunters and Prey
Look
Celestial
The Works of Aleister Crowley

A darkly irresistible new fantasy set in the infamous Gomorrah Festival,
a traveling carnival of debauchery that caters to the strangest of dreams
and desires Sixteen-year-old Sorina has spent most of her life within the
smoldering borders of the Gomorrah Festival. Yet even among the many
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unusual members of the traveling circus-city, Sorina stands apart as the
only illusion-worker born in hundreds of years. This rare talent allows
her to create illusions that others can see, feel and touch, with
personalities all their own. Her creations are her family, and together
they make up the cast of the Festival's Freak Show. But no matter how
lifelike they may seem, her illusions are still just that—illusions, and not
truly real. Or so she always believed⋯until one of them is murdered.
Desperate to protect her family, Sorina must track down the culprit and
determine how they killed a person who doesn't actually exist. Her
search for answers leads her to the self-proclaimed gossip-worker Luca.
Their investigation sends them through a haze of political turmoil and
forbidden romance, and into the most sinister corners of the Festival. But
as the killer continues murdering Sorina's illusions one by one, she must
unravel the horrifying truth before all her loved ones disappear.
When Maya Rose told the world she was pregnant with the heir to the
kingdom, she did it to save her sexy suitors from certain death.But lies
have a way of coming back to bite you in the ass, and this one may cost
them everything. Assassins are hunting them, the king is desperate for
an heir, and rumors of Maya's unique ability to transfer power to those
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she mates with is spreading.Afraid for their lives, Maya and her men take
refuge with the lightning dragons, hoping Raiden's family will shield them
until they can figure out what to do next. Unfortunately, Raiden's mother
knows the truth about Maya's pregnancy. And the price for her silence
may be too steep for Maya to pay?
An original novel based on the acclaimed Star Trek TV series! The USS
Enterprise has been granted the simple but unavoidable honor of ferrying
key guests to Betazed for a cultural ceremony. En route, sudden tragedy
strikes a Federation science station on the isolated planet Kota, and
Captain Jean-Luc Picard has no qualms sending William Riker, Data, and
Chief Medical Officer Beverly Crusher to investigate. But what begins as
routine assignments for the two parties soon descends into chaos:
Picard, Worf, and Deanna Troi must grapple with a dangerous diplomatic
crisis as historic artifacts are stolen in the middle of a high-profile
ceremony⋯while nothing is as it seems on Kota. A mounting medical
emergency coupled with the science station’s failing technology—and no
hope of rescue—has Doctor Crusher racing against time to solve a
disturbing mystery threatening the lives of all her colleagues⋯. ™, , &
2021 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are
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Sydney Sage is an Alchemist, one of a group of humans who dabble in
magic and serve to bridge the worlds of humans and vampires. They
protect vampire secrets—and human lives. In The Fiery Heart, Sydney
risked everything to follow her gut, walking a dangerous line to keep her
feelings hidden from the Alchemists. Now in the aftermath of an event
that ripped their world apart, Sydney and Adrian struggle to pick up the
pieces and find their way back to each other. But first, they have to
survive. For Sydney, trapped and surrounded by adversaries, life
becomes a daily struggle to hold on to her identity and the memories of
those she loves. Meanwhile, Adrian clings to hope in the face of those
who tell him Sydney is a lost cause, but the battle proves daunting as old
demons and new temptations begin to seize hold of him. . . . Their worst
fears now a chilling reality, Sydney and Adrian face their darkest hour in
this heart-pounding fifth installment in the New York Times bestselling
Bloodlines series, where all bets are off.
The Second Jungle Book
Silver Shadows
Two Serpents Rise
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The World of True North
Fire in the Sea
"[A] taut and unique blend of legal drama, fantasy, and noir." —Publishers
Weekly, starred review Max Gladstone's Craft Sequence chronicles the epic
struggle to build a just society in a modern fantasy world. Shadow demons
plague the city reservoir, and Red King Consolidated has sent in Caleb
Altemoc—casual gambler and professional risk manager—to cleanse the
water for the sixteen million people of Dresediel Lex. At the scene of the
crime, Caleb finds an alluring and clever cliff runner, Crazy Mal, who easily
outpaces him. But Caleb has more than the demon infestation, Mal, or job
security to worry about when he discovers that his father—the last priest of
the old gods and leader of the True Quechal terrorists—has broken into his
home and is wanted in connection to the attacks on the water supply. From
the beginning, Caleb and Mal are bound by lust, Craft, and chance, as both
play a dangerous game where gods and people are pawns. They sleep on
water, they dance in fire...and all the while the Twin Serpents slumbering
beneath the earth are stirring, and they are hungry. Set in a phenomenally
built world in which lawyers ride lightning bolts, souls are currency, and
cities are powered by the remains of fallen gods, Max Gladstone's Craft
Sequence introduces readers to a modern fantasy landscape and an epic
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struggle to build a just society. For more from Max Gladstone, check out:
The Craft Sequence Three Parts Dead Two Serpents Rise Full Fathom Five
Last First Snow Four Roads Cross At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Why do I exist? Is this all there is? What is my true nature? What is most
important in life? How should I live? These are humanity's oldest spiritual
questions. At the year 2000, however, many who ask them are profoundly
estranged from religion. To some, religion is belief in the
unbelievable--incom-patible with intelligence and learning. To others, it's
just another bureaucratic institution--legalistic, hypo-critical,
untrustworthy. Still others have been alienated by their birth traditions,
while an increasing number lack any such grounding. What unites this
diverse group of skeptical, ambivalent "neoagnostics" is a sense of
something deep and vital that eludes the reach of their intellect and
education and an inchoate desire for meaning. A half-century of the great
secular experiment of Einstein, Marx, and Freud has proved that if
religion--the record of our struggle to understand existence and behave
accordingly--has grave flaws, so do the materialistic "faiths" that were
intended to replace it. After looking for answers in some obvious places,
from relationships and accomplishment to art and science, Winifred
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Gallagher realized that she had not seriously considered religion since
childhood's version of Chris-tianity collided with a college education.
Asking the question "What if religion could be about something else?" she
decided to explore her own heritage, as well as Buddhism, Judaism, and the
New Age. She discovered a vast, quiet, "millennial" spiritual revolution that
is transforming religion into a process of moving toward--and struggling
with--the sacred. Transcending denom-inational boundaries, this new
sensibility embraces modern realities from physics to psychiatry, addresses
existential questions, values personal experience over institutional
authority, draws insights from multiple traditions, welcomes women as
clergy and teachers, and expands morality beyond the personal to the
systemic, from economics to ecology. A reporter of behavioral science,
Winifred Gallagher began her investigation of postmodern religion with
research and interviews, but watched it also become a very personal story
of epektasis--straining toward mystery. Journalism and journey unfold over
time spent in a Zen monastery and a cloistered convent, small-group
discussions and healing rituals, a Conservative synagogue that shares a
Christian church, and the birthplace of the New Age. Written with humor,
empathy, and a rigorous curiosity, Working on God breaks new ground in
depicting the broad-based spiritual move-ment that is transforming culture
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New York Times bestselling author Lilith Saintcrow returns to dark fantasy
with a new series where the faery world inhabits diners, dive bars and
trailer parks. Jeremiah Gallow is just another construction worker, and
that's the way he likes it. He's left his past behind, but some things cannot
be erased. Like the tattoos on his arms that transform into a weapon, or
that he was once closer to the Queen of Summer than any half-human
should be. Now the half-sidhe all in Summer once feared is dragged back
into the world of enchantment, danger, and fickle fae - by a woman who
looks uncannily like his dead wife. Her name is Robin, and her secrets are
more than enough to get them both killed. A plague has come, the fullbornfae are dying, and the dark answer to Summer's Court is breaking loose. Be
afraid, for Unwinter is riding... Gallow and Ragged Trailer Park
FaeRoadside MagicWasteland King For more from Lilith Saintcrow, check
out: Blood Call (e-only) Bannon and Clare The Iron Wyrm Affair The Red
Plague Affair The Ripper Affair The Damnation Affair (e-only) Dante
Valentine Novels Working for the Devil Dead Man Rising Devil's Right Hand
Saint City Sinners To Hell and Back Dante Valentine (omnibus) Jill Kismet
Novels Night Shift Hunter's Prayer Redemption Alley Flesh Circus Heaven's
Spite Angel Town Jill Kismet (omnibus) A Romance of Arquitaine Novels
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The Hedgewitch Queen The Bandit King
The coauthors of the New York Times–bestselling Difficult Conversations
take on the toughest topic of all: how we see ourselves Douglas Stone and
Sheila Heen have spent the past fifteen years working with corporations,
nonprofits, governments, and families to determine what helps us learn and
what gets in our way. In Thanks for the Feedback, they explain why
receiving feedback is so crucial yet so challenging, offering a simple
framework and powerful tools to help us take on life’s blizzard of offhand
comments, annual evaluations, and unsolicited input with curiosity and
grace. They blend the latest insights from neuroscience and psychology
with practical, hard-headed advice. Thanks for the Feedback is destined to
become a classic in the fields of leadership, organizational behavior, and
education.
The Collected Stories of Frank Herbert
Main Street Dealmaker
How-to Keys to Personal Performance
Reflections Trilogy
Bioluminescence and Henry Compton's Art of the Deep

First came the storms. Then came the Fever. And the Wall. After a string of
devastating hurricanes and a severe outbreak of Delta Fever, the Gulf
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Coast has been quarantined. Years later, residents of the Outer States are
under the assumption that life in the Delta is all but extinct…but in reality, a
new primitive society has been born. Fen de la Guerre is living with the OPositive blood tribe in the Delta when they are ambushed. Left with her
tribe leader’s newborn, Fen is determined to get the baby to a better life
over the wall before her blood becomes tainted. Fen meets Daniel, a
scientist from the Outer States who has snuck into the Delta illegally.
Brought together by chance, kept together by danger, Fen and Daniel
navigate the wasteland of Orleans. In the end, they are each other’s last
hope for survival. Sherri L. Smith delivers an expertly crafted story about a
fierce heroine whose powerful voice and firm determination will stay with
you long after you’ve turned the last page.
The #1 bestselling series that started with Stalking Jack the Ripper and
Hunting Prince Dracula continues its streak in this third bloody installment
. . . Audrey Rose and Thomas Cresswell find themselves aboard a
luxurious ocean liner that becomes a floating prison of horror when
passengers are murdered one by one, with nowhere to run from the killer.
Embarking on a week-long voyage across the Atlantic on the opulent RMS
Etruria , Audrey Rose Wadsworth and her partner-in-crime-investigation,
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Thomas Cresswell, are delighted to discover a traveling troupe of circus
performers, fortune tellers, and a certain charismatic young escape artist
entertaining the first-class passengers nightly. But privileged young
women begin to go missing without explanation, and a series of brutal
slayings shocks the entire ship. The strange and disturbing influence of
the Moonlight Carnival pervades the decks as the murders grow more and
more bizarre. It's up to Audrey Rose and Thomas to piece together the
gruesome investigation before more passengers die before reaching their
destination. But with clues to the next victim pointing to someone she
loves, can Audrey Rose unravel the mystery before the killer's horrifying
finale?
In ninety-two days, the feathered appendages that link me to the people I
loathe finally come off. Dear, winglets, you will not be missed. Celeste has
spent the last four years building a life outside of angelic guilds-parties,
check-pursuing human ambitions instead of celestial ones-college, checkand shedding feathers across Parisian cobblestones and more recently
New York sidewalks-speaking her mind, always check. She swore off
angels, but the death of the woman who took her in the night Leigh died
brings them soaring back into her life . . . and not just any angel but the
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most detestable one, the one complicit in Leigh's death-Seraph Asher.
Although Celeste tells the archangel to feather off, the unreasonably pretty
and obstinate man doesn't leave her alone. He returns and insists she
complete her wings. When she asks him for one good reason to do so, he
gives her an unbeatable one: what he did with Leigh's soul. Asher never
meant to share his damning secret, but he knows it's the only way to save
Celeste-the rebellious Fletching he can't get out of his head . . . or heart.
Stories from the Unwind World
Daughter of the Burning City
Hard Times for These Times
Invisibility and Levitation
Shadows Have Offended
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